
Reviews 
Animal Marking: recognition marking of animals in research. Edited 
by Bernard Stonehouse. Macmillan, London, 1978. 257 pages; several 
black-and-white plates and line-drawings. £10.00. 
This volume comprises 21 papers delivered at a symposium, organised by the Royal Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, on the capture and marking of animals for research. The 
papers are divided into five sections: methods of capture, and marking in captivity; tagging; 
marking by tissue removal and modification; recognition without marking; and radioactive 
and radio-tracking techniques. Each section, except the third, contains at least one paper of 
interest to ornithologists. 

Keith Eltringham reviews methods of capture of wild animals. Allowing just three pages for 
birds, and two drawings, only the bare outlines of the commoner techniques are given. Robert 
Spencer, of the BTO, presents a thorough review of the development of bird rings, both metal 
and colour. Ian Patterson, of Culterty Field Station, covers other bird-marking techniques, 
including dyes, neck-, back- and wing-tags, collars, and nasal-saddles. Not surprisingly, the 
technique finding most favour with the RSPCA was individual recognition without the need 
for marking. Unfortunately, it is limited to a few large mammals (e.g. lion, giraffe and 
elephant) and just one bird, Bewick's Swan. Dafila Scott describes the Wildfowl Trust's study 
of this last species. Requiring close observation (preferably less than 100 m), and impossible 
with cygnets, this technique—excellent though it is—seems unlikely to be applied widely. 
Radio-tracking has been used more on mammals than on birds, but increasing miniaturisation 
is offering greater opportunities for the latter, as David Macdonald suggests in his account. 

Other chapters cover marking of large mammals, bats, reptiles, fish and invertebrates. All, 
like those on birds, have full and valuable bibliographies. Together they form a most useful 
reference volume, and, while one may not wholly agree with the opinions expressed in a 
postscript by the chairman of the RSPCA council concerning some of the techniques, there can 
be nothing wrong if biologists do pause for thought, as he suggests, before automatically 
assuming that catching animals and adorning them with bits of metal and plastic is necessarily 
both essential and humane. M. A. OGILVIE 

Ireland's Wetlands and their Birds. By Clive Hutchinson. Irish Wild-
bird Conservancy, Dublin, 1979. 201 pages; several black-and-white 
plates; several wash illustrations; many line-drawings. £4.50 (United 
Kingdom); £4.95 (Republic of Ireland). 
Ireland's mild winter climate makes it a very important part of Europe at that season for 
waterfowl and waders, and a vital refuge when severe conditions prevail farther to the east. 

The lucidity of Clive Hutchinson's writing and the first-rate design, with clear, crisp maps, 
make this a model account of the birds of the Irish wetlands. It is also a most attractive volume, 
enhanced with illustrations by Gordon D'Arcy, Vincent Sheridan and Killian Mullarney. The 
photographs are well chosen and give a good picture of the variety of Irish wetland habitats. 
Despite its attractive presentation, this is essentially a reference work, but one which will be of 
considerable interest and value outside—as well as inside—Ireland. Both Northern Ireland 
and the Republic of Ireland are treated equally and the texts have been extensively checked by 
knowledgeable observers in both countries. The important wetland sites are all mapped and 
described and there are often tables showing counts at specified localities. In the second half of 
the book, there are sections on each of the main wetland birds: ducks, geese and swans, waders 
and so on. As well as the expected species-index, there is also a useful index of localities. The 
Irish Wildbird Conservancy is to be congratulated on initiating and publishing the results of 
its 'Wetlands Enquiry', for which the fieldwork was carried out during 1971-75; Clive 
Hutchinson, the organiser of that enquiry, has made an excellent job of presenting the results. 
The price must make this one of the best bargains of the year. J. T. R. SHARROCK 
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